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UMaine research project focuses on improving trust in
autonomous vehicles using human-vehicle collaboration
August 23, 2019
A $500,000 National Science Foundation research grant to the University of Maine to study
self-driving vehicles aims to make the transportation of the future m ore accessible, usable
and tr ustworthy.
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The project, co-led by Nich olas Giudice and Richard Corey, who r un and direct the VEMI Lab
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at the University of Maine, is designed to improve user trust of fully autonomous vehicles
through a new study th ey call human-vehicle collaboration (HVC). The goal is to explore new
ways of sharing how decisions are made and infor mation is communicated between the
human passenger and t he artifi cial intelligence "driver," thereby ad dressing the key human
factors of perceived loss of control over drivi ng activities and fear of not "knowing" what the
vehicle is doing duri ng autonom ous operation.
Alt hough the autonomous vehicle market is predicted to reach $500 billion in the next five
years, t he majority of R&D has fo cused on the technical challenges of making th ese vehicles

UMaine Today

wor k well fo r our roads, Giudice says. Far less is known about the challenges of making t hese
vehicles work well for the human user. Indeed, an annual AAA survey released in March
fou nd that 71 percent of people are afraid to ride in fully sel f-driving vehicles.
HVC represents t he science of identifying the best ways for people to interact w ith and
part ner with the vehicles of the future.
"For t he average end-user, autonom ous vehicles offer new travel opportunities that are safer,
more efficient an d convenient," says Corey. They also have particular prom ise for people who
cannot drive, such as older adults and those who are blind or have visual impair ments. For

these groups, autonomous vehicles present incred ible, life-changing opportunities in terms of
improving quality of life and independence.
"Cur rent vehicle designs have often overlooked passengers and their diverse needs,
especially t he very people who will benefit most from their release," says Giudice. This project
seeks to extend the potential of autonomous vehicles to all users.
Benefits from the personalized profiles and increased information-sharing pro cesses
developed by t he team as part of the human-vehicle collaboration framework are expected to
manifest during everyday driving events. From an otherwise inexplicable reroute on your way
to work, to increased drivi ng urgency during a medical emergency in the vehicle, the research
project will introduce new ways for people to interact with autonomous vehicles, while also
enabling adaptive featu res to meet the needs of each user.
"HVC will enable increased understand ing of what th e vehicle is doing - and why," says
Corey, which is predicted to significantly improve user t rust, consumer acceptance, an d
overall usability of the fastest growing transportation of t he future.
According to Giudice, human-vehicle collaboration is an essential step in the "t rust race" to
ensure that autonomous vehicl es are st ill able to meet our needs, even when we're not at the
wheel ourselves.
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